
Firstly we would like to thank you on your Interest in “U-Scribe Jig” Welcome 
aboard the Scribe Train, You are Now a valued member of the 
#EliteScribeTeam and you’ll be a #Caulkkiller in no time. Choo Choo 


We value your support, as Tradesmen we know how important it is to get 
your name out there and cement foundations for Quality work and service, 
We love to share our Fellow Trades and DIY Enthusiasts work on our social 
media, we even Reward them with Prizes for just tagging and sharing there 
work when using U-Scribe Jig, Find us @Uscribejig on Instagram, Tik Tok, 
Facebook, Twitter and Youtube


Thank you Dan & Scott @Uscribejig


HOW TO


U-Scribe Jig How To - Off Set Method


Using the Offset to Help Mark Perfect Scribe Lines


Attach your U-Scribe Jigs to your filler material

You can do this in 2 ways, using the screw in

The seat position or a screw in the slotted 

Section, if using the slotted section we advise

Using a pan head screw as to not damage the

Jigs, using 2 jigs on smaller fillers etc and 3 on

Longer fillers etc, positioning one in the middle 

Will help reduce flex. If you want flush fillers you

Must use the screw in the seat position so that 

You do not damage this inside edge.




Slide your filler into position over your cabinet, your 
U-Scribe Jig are now holding your material perfectly 
in place acting as your #3rdhand fixing the reference 
point for you


This is the same for the Top, Bottom or both sides 
of your cabinets in this image we are using the the 
right hand side as we look at our project  






As you can see in this image, the U-Scribe Jig are 
holding the filler panel over the front of our cabinet, 
our cabinet on this project is 18mm, so now we are 
offset by 18mm, the reason we call this the “Off Set 
Method”





Using an off cut block of the same thickness of 

your cabinet or material (18mm in this case) 

position it against your wall and mark down 

your wall with a pencil or marking knife, you are 

drawing the perfect image directly onto your filler





As simple as that you have marked the perfect 

image of your wall, floor or ceiling directly onto your 
filler, no more guess work, Just better more consistent 
results







Cut away away the excess which ever way you feel 
comfortable, track saw, jigsaw, table saw, hand saw 
etc, just remember to leave the pencil line in





Slide and fit into place


As easy as “U-Scribe it, U-Cut it, U-Fit it”




How to - Infinity method


With this method you can scribe larger material and fillers infinitely 





Attach your U-Scribe Jig to the back of Your Material, 
We recommend using the screw hole in the seat 
position of the jig, 2 for smaller fillers 3 for bigger fillers





In This Image we are doing a longer filler 
for a wardrobe, We have used 3 Jigs on 
this filler for centre support, as you can 
see the filler is now flipped and positioned 
on the inside of the Cabinet so the outside 
edge is flush with the outside edge of the 
cabinet




Simply cut an Off cut of the Exact same material, as 
you can see here my cut block it is the exact width of 
the filler panel im using, this can be any size as long as 
its wide enough to cut your filler from, 100mm, 
150mm, 200mm, 250mm it doesn’t matter the 
technique is the same





We are going to be using this block to draw the perfect 
image of our, wall, floor or ceiling directly on to our 
material, Because of the unique design and Fixing of 
the reference point of the “U-Scribejig” we have both 
hands free 





Now using the block positioned against your wall, 
Simply scribe a line onto your filler panel, the block is 
following the contour of your wall adding the perfect 
image onto your filler material, U-Scribe Jig acting as 
your #3rdhand  






Congratulations you just Marked the 
perfect Scribe line onto your filler, no 
guess work, no balancing act, No 
problem


Just an Easier, Simpler way of getting 
Consistent results





With you chosen method of cutting, Track saw, table 
saw, jigsaw, hand saw etc, Remove the excess from 
your material, remember too leave the line in


(Quick tip, when scribing your fillers remember you are 
always marking out what you want to remove)







Slide into place and fix your filler


As easy as “U-Scribe it, U-Cut it, U-
Fit it”


For more info, updates, Videos, how 
to’s, Recommendations and more 
follow us on our Social media 
Channels, Instagram, Facebook, You 
Tube and Tik Tok


http://www.apple.com/uk



